
St. Thomas School, Indirapuram 

Class VII 

Maths Worksheet for Half yearly (2019 – 20) 
 

1) In a quiz, positive marks are given for correct answers and negative marks are given for incorrect  
    answers. If Jack’s scores in five successive rounds were 25, – 5, – 10, 15 and 10, what was his total  
    at the end? 
 
2) In a class test containing 15 questions, 4 marks are given for every correct answer and (–2) marks  
    are given for every incorrect answer. (i) Gurpreet attempts all questions but only 9 of her answers  
    are correct. What is her total score? (ii) One of her friends gets only 5 answers correct. What will  
    be her score? 
 
3) A shopkeeper earns a profit of Re 1 by selling one pen and incurs a loss of 40 paise per pencil  
    while selling pencils of her old stock. (i) In a particular month she incurs a loss of Rs 5. In this  
    period, she sold 45 pens. How many pencils did she sell in this period? (ii) In the next month she  
    earns neither profit nor loss. If she sold 70 pens, how many pencils did she sell? 
 

4) Arrange the following in descending order: (i) 
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5) In a class of 40 students  
 

 
 of the total number of students like to study English,  

 

 
  of the total \ 

    number like to study mathematics and the remaining students like to study Science.  
    (i) How many students like to study English?  
    (ii) How many students like to study Mathematics?  
    (iii) What fraction of the total number of students like to study Science? 
 
6) How much less is 28 km than 42.6 km? 
 
7) The heights of 10 girls were measured in cm and the results are as follows: 135, 150, 139, 128,  
     151, 132, 146, 149, 143, 141.  
     (i) What is the height of the tallest girl?       (ii) What is the height of the shortest girl?  
     (iii) What is the range of the data?        (iv) What is the mean height of the girls?  
     (v) How many girls have heights more than the mean height. 
 
8) The performance of students in 1st Term and 2nd Term is given. Draw a double bar graph  
     choosing appropriate scale and answer the following:  

Subject English Hindi Maths Science S. Science 

1 st term 67 72 88 81 73 

2 nd term 70 65 95 85 75 

 
 (i) In which subject, has the child improved his performance the most?  
(ii) In which subject is the improvement the least? 
 (iii) Has the performance gone down in any subject? 
 
9) Write the following statements in the form of equations: 
 (i) The sum of three times x and 11 is 32. 
 (ii) If you subtract 5 from 6 times a number, you get 7. 
 (iii)One fourth of m is 3 more than 7.(iv) One third of a number plus 5 is 8. 
10) Solve the following: 
 (i) Irfan says that he has 7 marbles more than five times the marbles Parmit has. Irfan has 37  
     marbles. How many marbles does Parmit have? 
 (ii)Laxmi's father is 49 years old. He is 4 years older than three times Laxmi's age. What is Laxmi's  
     age? 



 
11) Find the angle which is equal to its complement. 
 
12) Fill in the blanks: 
 (i) If two angles are complementary, then the sum of their measures is _______. 
 (ii) If two angles are supplementary, then the sum of their measures is ______. 
 (iii) Two angles forming a linear pair are _______________. 
 (iv) If two adjacent angles are supplementary, they form a ___________. 
 (v) If two lines intersect at a point, then the vertically opposite angles are always_____________. 
 (vi) If two lines intersect at a point, and if one pair of vertically opposite angles are acute angles,  
        then the other pair of vertically opposite angles are __________. 
 
13) A tree is broken at a height of 5 m from the ground and its top touches the ground at a distance  
      Of 12 m from the base of the tree. Find the original height of the tree. 
 
14) The diagonals of a rhombus measure 16 cm and 30 cm. Find its perimeter. 
 
15) List five rational numbers between: 

     (i) –1 and 0    (ii) –2 and –1    (iii) 
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